Owned by the Community
In August 2011, the Department of Health announced that it plans to sell the
Meadow. Since then, FoWM has focused on trying to ensure that it is acquired
by a benign owner sharing FoWM’s aims – possibly FoWM itself, or an existing
local body with land management expertise. However, it is still unclear how it
will be sold and, of course, how much the Department expects to raise from
the sale.

FoWM says:
“Whether FoWM or another local body buys the Meadow, we expect have to
raise much of the purchase money, so we will soon be asking local residents
again to give generously as they did before. Meanwhile we estimate that we
shall need around £3000 in the short term – to pay a contractor to do selective
mowing and other work on the Meadow. But in due course we’ll also need help
with fund-raising activities and donations of substantially larger amounts....“

Become a Member
FoWM will shortly be launching a membership scheme. For a modest annual
fee, you will be able to become a member of FoWM, entitling you to attend
meetings, vote for the Directors, receive newsletters and more.
Visit www.friendsofwarnefordmeadow.org.uk to find out more about the
Meadow and FoWM.
Friends of Warneford Meadow + Company No 8235285
Registered Office: 35 Hill Top Road, Oxford OX4 1PD + Tel: 020-7354-0441
Email: warnefordmeadow@gmail.com

Warneford Meadow
a wonderful open space
right on your doorstep

Newcomers to the area – and indeed many long-standing
neighbours – may be unaware that there is a wonderful hidden open space within walking distance of their homes.
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Town Green Status
Warneford Meadow is over seven hectares of grassland, last mown in the mid1980s. There’s also an orchard, planted in the 1940s. The Meadow is hidden
behind the houses of Hill Top Road and between the Warneford and Churchill
Hospitals. It’s bounded on the east by Boundary Brook and Southfield Golf
Course. The Meadow can be entered from Hill Top Road or Roosevelt Drive, or
by crossing one of the two footbridges from the Churchill site. Public footpaths
follow its edges and there’s a well-used path across the middle.
The Meadow was bought by Warneford Hospital in 1918 to protect it from development and provide therapeutic outdoor recreation for patients. The hospital
farm and market garden closed in the 1960s, but the Meadow was grazed or a
hay crop taken until the early 1980s. Since mowing for hay ceased, and probably long before, local people have used the Meadow for recreation – walking,
blackberry picking, children’s games etc. In recent years, it has been neglected
by the owners, the NHS, and is beginning to run wild.
Despite its recent neglect, the Meadow has developed an interesting ecology.
Currently, it is covered mainly by tussocky grass forming a dense sward that is
home to voles and invertebrates. Besides the willows that already grew by the
brook, a number of other trees have grown. The flora include many plants typical of this kind of terrain, although some are threatening to overwhelm the site.
For example, bramble is encroaching from the sides in places, forming impenetrable thickets.

Many birds have been recorded, from
kestrels and sparrow hawks to skylarks
and meadow pipits, as well as owls and
finches of every kind. Insects are numerous and butterflies can proliferate in
good years. However, without sensitive
management of the Meadow, some of
this diversity may be lost.
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In 2006 the Meadow was threatened by planning applications from the NHS, who
wanted to sell it for a development of student housing and other buildings. Local
residents set up Friends of Warneford Meadow (FoWM) to resist the proposals and
to defend and conserve its recreational, aesthetic and ecological value. FoWM,
supported an application to have the Meadow registered as a Town Green.

Following a 16-day public inquiry at which nearly 30 local residents gave evidence
of the use they had made of the Meadow, the Inspector recommended in October
2008 that it should be registered. The County Council voted in favour in April
2009; and, following an unsuccessful judicial review brought by the landowners,
the Meadow was finally registered as a Town Green in April 2010. Money had
been raised, mainly from local residents, to cover the costs of legal advice and
representation at the Inquiry and in the High Court.

Registration as a Town Green means that local residents’ rights to use the Meadow
for recreation are protected, and almost all development is prohibited, but it does
nothing to ensure that the Meadow is looked after. The Secretary of State for
Health, who owns the Meadow, has no incentive to manage it since it now is of
limited use to the NHS and has little financial value.

FoWM has therefore looked for ways to secure the Meadow’s long-term future, and
ensure that it is managed in a way that protects and enhances its recreational,
landscape and conservation value. Some limited work, mainly scrub-clearance in
the orchard, has been done by a contractor engaged by FoWM and by volunteers.
Very recently, FoWM reached an agreement with the Department of Health that
will allow more extensive work, including mowing the grassland areas. In September FoWM was established as a Company Limited by Guarantee, with charitable
objectives; in due course, FoWM Ltd plans to register with the Charity Commission.
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